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Abstract 
A coalmining city is a unique city economic type that relies on the exploitation and utilization of coalmine resources for its 
economic and social development. Under the restraint of coalmining resource reserve and the influence of exploitation of the 
resources, the development of a coalmining city generally undergoes four stages: the starting period, the growth period, the 
maturity period and the decline period. The development of coalmining resources, on the one hand, supports a coalmining city’s 
economic development and on the other hand, has some severe negative impact on its ecological environment, having great 
influences on the coalmining city’s sustainable development. By building up a Logistic dynamics model based on coalmining 
city growth and development track, this article simulates the different development periods of the cities. This indicates that when 
the development element base reaches zero, the contribution of coalmining to the city’s economic development reaches the 
threshold value of sustainable development. Furthermore, before the coalmining city enters into the decline period, it could 
actually establish a diversified industrial structure to avoid its dependence on one single industry so as to realize sustainable 
development. 
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1. Introduction 
In the early stage researches on coalmining city sustainable development usually chose one city or several cities 
in one certain region as research objects. By looking into sociology and population characteristics of resource-based 
cities, they tried to find out the reasons for the instability of the community and gradually conducted empirical and 
normal researches from one city to a cluster of cities. Then, the research transferred to the influences of economic 
structure, labor market structure and world economic globalization on coalmining cities, coalmining cities’ 
sustainable development, city ecology and the urbanization process, etc. They believe the coalmining cities’ 
development directions is to realize a city ecological and economic system (Hillman, 1982; Hayter R. et al., 1992; S. 
Lael Brainard, 1997; Marc S. Mentzer, 2006). However, a city’s ecological and economic system is interweaving, 
and interacting with the economic system. By a series of complicated non-linear mechanism, a complicated artificial 
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system with a certain structure and functions are coupled. By analyzing the decline mechanism of a coalmining city 
economy we propose a realization path for coalmining cities to gradually achieve sustainable economic 
development.  
2. Coalmining cities development life cycle 
Like any industrial development trend, a coalmining city’s development generally also undergoes four periods, 
i.e., the starting period, growth period, maturity period and decline period. However, due to the restraint of 
coalmining resources and the influences of resource exploitation process, the coalmining cities’ development shows 
obvious periodic characteristics. 
2.1. Starting period 
During the starting period for a coalmining city, the central task of the mine is to examine the mine’s reserve, 
evaluate coal quality and exploit the geological conditions and finally select the exploitation plan. In this period, 
with the gradual formation of the resource exploitation industry, lots of labors are attracted and many functional 
communities for life service and infrastructures are put into construction. 
2.2. Growth period 
The growth period is coalmining cities’ rapid development stage. Always, several coalmines are formed to 
generate a certain production capacity with a rising production. At this point, with the expansion of production 
capacity of enterprises in coalmining cities, the production cost remains stable and drops with the expansion of the 
scale. The economy of scale and the Learning Curve Effect began to work.  
2.3. Maturity period 
When the configuration of coalmining city dominating the colliery’s production capacity formed, the production 
scale of coalmining resources remains stable, coalmining city entering into its development maturity period.  
2.4. Decline period 
With the increasing mining of rich mine resources with good geological conditions and high quality, to maintain 
the stability of the production, part of the mines would be forced to move to the poor mining area, increasing the 
difficulty of development and the workload of unit output. The production cost would increase dramatically, and 
economic benefits begin to drop, dragging the city to step into the decline period. Due to inadequate resource 
reserve guarantee, the resource development will gradually wither with shafts shutdown. The decline of the resource 
development would increasingly threaten the existence and development of the whole city. 
3. Logistic dynamics model of coalmining cities’ economic growth 
The Logistic model was proposed in 1837 by Holland biologist Verhulst in his research on population 
development process. During 100 years’ development, the method has been applied to many fields, to forecast and 
describe the dynamic changing process and trend of all matters. 
We assume Y(t) as the cumulative contribution of the resource-based industry to the coalmining city’s 
development, while the changing rate of the contribution should be dy/dt. If influences of other industries, 
technology and resource drainage are not considered, when the resource-based industrial growth rate is r, it can 
provide the city with infinite resources for development. In this case, the cumulative contribution of coalmining 
cities’ economic development shows an exponential growth, i.e., 
dy ry
dt
=                                                                                                                                                          (1) 
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When the special solution for equation (1) is: 
rt
0y y e= ⋅                                                                                                                                                     (2) 
In the formula above:  
y—cumulative contribution of resource-based industry to a coalmining city’s economy  
y0—original accumulation of resource-based industry contribution; 
r—growth rate of resource-based industry to a coalmining city’s economic development contribution. 
The development path can be shown in the Fig. 1 below: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 1. Coalmining city economic development contribution track of resource based industry under non-restraint condition 
However, with the constraint of social, economic and technical conditions and resource drainage, the contribution 
can not reach an infinite growth, having a threshold value. Coalmining cities experiences from different countries 
show that, in a certain stage, the contribution cumulative threshold value of resource-based industry to a coalmining 
city’s economic development is quite stable. Therefore, the development curve in model (1) of resource based 
industries’ contribution to coalmining cities is continuously differential, no longer showing the trend of exponential 
growth. While it is an S-shaped curve, as can be seen in Fig. 2, the related economic growth model in this case 
should be: 
dy y(t)= r y(t)[1- ]
dt a
×                                                                                                                                    (3) 
In the above formula, α is the threshold value of the resource-based industry to the coalmining city’s cumulative 
contribution. It indicates the maximum capacity of this cumulative contribution. When the value exceeds the 
threshold value, there will be negative growth rate in the resource-based industry to the city’s economic 
contribution. At this time, if actions are not taken immediately, the whole city’s development will be worsening. To 
prevent this scenario from happening, the feasible solution is to introduce other industries to replace or improve the 
technical capability to enlarge the borders of industrial contribution to adjust the critical value. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 2. Resource based industries’ contribution track to the coalmining city’s economic development when there is a threshold value 
The solution to formula (3) is: 
y 
t 
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t 
y
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rty 1 Ce
α•
−= +                                                                                                                                              (4) 
where in C is a constant and C>0, formula (4) is the Logistic equation. When t→∞, variable “y” would grow at an 
exponential changing rate, converging at threshold value α. 
We differentiate to the two sides of equation (3) again and get: 
2
2
d y dy y y dy 2y dyr (1 ) r r (1 )
dt dt dtdt α α α= ⋅ − − ⋅ = ⋅ −                                                                                             (5) 
Put formula (3) into (5), we get: 
2
2
2
d y yr y(1 )
dt α= −                                                                                                                                        (6) 
At this point, we assign d2y/dt2=0, and get the solution: y1=0, y2=α, y3=α/2.y1 and y3 are two extreme situations, 
indicating that the economic development element base reaches zero, and the coal mining’s contribution to the city 
development has reached the threshold value; whereas at the point (t2, α/2), cumulative contribution of resource 
based industries to coalmining city economic development reaches its maximum, i.e., 
2
at , )
2
dy a a 1 rar (1 )
dt 2 2 a 4
= ⋅ − =
（
                                                                                                                      (7) 
As can be seen in Fig. 3 below: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 3. The Logistic trend chart of resource based industries to coalmining city economic contribution rate 
We differentiate to the two sides of equation (6) again, and we assume d3y/dt3=0, and we can get the solution: 
1 2 3 4 5
3 3 3 30, , , ,
6 2 6
y y y y yαα α α− += = = = = . We abandon the two extreme conditions of y1 and y2 and 
leave 3
3 3
6
y α−= , the corresponding value t is t1; when y4=α/2, value t is t2;when 5 3 36y α
+= , value t is t3, 
then t1, t2 and t3 divide the time coordinate into: [0, t1], [t1, t2], [t2, t3], [t3, ∞], while the four periods correspond to the 
four stages of coalmining cities’ development, i.e., starting period, growth period, maturity period and decline 
period. Dynamic Logistic model of resource based industry to coalmining city economic development contribution 
as can be seen in Fig. 4: 
α α/2 
dy/dt 
y 
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Fig. 4. Logistic dynamic model curve of resource based industries to coalmining city economic development contribution 
4. Strategic analysis on sustainable development of coalmining cities in different developing periods 
With the resource development and utilization, all the coalmining cities’ resource based industries begin to drain. 
In order to avoid dependence on a single industry and realize sustainable development, the coalmining city will have 
to adjust and optimize its industrial structure and make some industrial transition. By Fig. 4, we analyze the 
industrial structure adjustment corresponding to a coalmining city’s different development phases. 
4.1. [0, t1] stage——resource based industry period depending only on resource 
The main characteristic in this stage is a coalmining city’s resource based industry taking on a large—scale 
development. With the appearance of the exploitation industry and coalmining preliminary processing industry, the 
booming of the two industries brings the boosting development of the city’s economy. The development directions 
transfer from inward type to the outward one. At this point, the two types of industries are undoubtedly the center of 
the entire city’s economic construction. For the coalmining cities with weaker social and economic foundation, they 
lack human resources as well as technology, only able to focus on one or two main industries to develop, which are 
always the resource exploitation and primary processing industries as the key industries for these coalmining cities. 
However, they should learn to avoid the problems of less departments and hierarchies and related social problems 
triggered by single industrial structure. Besides, we should develop a series of leading tertiary industry to provide 
industrial service and regional economic life service, to guarantee the city’s social and economic balanced 
development.  
4.2. [t1, t2] stage——focusing on the deepening processing and development of the resources and cultivating other 
non-resource-based industry  
Due to the large scale of the resource exploitation industry, the base stage for the deepening processing and 
development of resource-based industry is this particular period. In this period, the center for coalmining cities’ 
industrial structure adjustment is on these two industries. In the meantime, in this period, due to the cities’ weak 
infrastructure, although they might have prepared for the development conditions, the development cost and 
t3 t2 t1 
y 
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investment scale are relatively small. Consciously guiding and developing these industries and gradual 
transformation to an all-round coalmining and industrial city are the basic requirements for the sustainable 
development and final removal of resource restraint in this period. 
4.3. [t2, t3] stage——the resource based industry stepping into maturity with other industries nourishing 
In this period, the resource exploitation and the deepening processing industry has been stable with the economic 
benefits reaching its highest volume, net production and profit arriving at the maximum as well. In this stage, the 
contribution to the city economic development has also reached the maximum level. In this period, years of 
economic accumulation has made the diversified industrial configuration of coalmining cities in good shape, some 
substitute industries coming into being. However, if the configuration had not been formed before the maturity of 
resource-based industries, there will be crises and problems for the city’s sustainable development after the decline 
of coalmining industries. The typical examples are Ruhr in Germany and Lorraine in France, whose social, 
economic and environment crises originated from this transformational period of economic development. Though 
eventually they make painstaking efforts to make a successful transformation, the price is high enough for other 
coalmining cities to consider. 
4.4. [t3, ∞] stage——forming a diversified industrial structure 
In this period, the coalmining cities have transferred to an all-round coalmining city with the directions for 
industrial structure adjustment as diversification and up selling. Diversification depends on the leading industry to 
develop many other industries and form a diversified department to fundamentally overcome the problems of only 
depending on resource development of coalmining cities and the “coalmining city disease” caused by single 
industrial structure; the updated needs support. The coalmining cities should develop those relatively advanced and 
promising industries that are suitable for the development of them to take the place of the only ones to improve the 
status of coalmining cities in regional laboring and make the city’s economy thriving. Therefore, coalmining cities 
select industries suitable for their development and during the process, support new, advanced industries to 
constantly make the industrial structure upgrade. By the development of many industries, the deepening processing 
industry for coal products gets fully developed. The city has got strong economic and technical capability and 
established the regional advantage after the establishment of many advantageous factors.  
5. Conclusion 
From the perspective of coalmining cities’ development cycle derived from resource based industries’ 
development cycle, the four different periods represent different development characteristics. By using Logistic 
dynamics model, we can see that there is a good fit in simulating the coalmining cities’ growth and development 
track based on resource development cycle. In coalmining cities’ long-term development process, the cities gathered 
a certain industrial advantages. Based on these advantages, they cultivate and develop related industries, realize the 
“Secondary Business” to change the single resource advantage and reconstruct a multi-functional overall advantage. 
By industrial extension, industrial renewal and compound mode, the coalmining cities can completely form a new 
city leading industry by technical innovation, active promotion and development of related hi-tech industries to 
forge a patch of companies with regional competitiveness and drive the city’s industrial structure adjustment and 
industrial upgrading. In brief, solutions in different development periods can well solve many problems in the city’s 
economic growth process to eventually realize coalmining cities’ sustainable development.  
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